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Opening up a new chapter  of construction and 

maintenance of secondary roads in Africa



The Challenge

 Existing  secondary roads are maintained badly and rarely, if any. 

 Additionally, there are many shortfalls in the low-volume road systems. 

 As a result, high transportation cost is a key challenge for many businesses! 
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The African reality
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The Technology

 The German engineering company POEMA (Poetzsch Maschinenbau) has developed 
graders, stone crushers, vibratory rollers, and other machinery for road building and 
maintenance and for landscaping. This machinery will be mounted on any tractors with 
three-point hitch. A separate prime mover is not needed. 

 The technology is proven and tested since several decades. Some models have a track 
record of more than 40 years. 

 Newly built roads have high quality and need less maintenance than conventionally 
built roads. Neither chemical additives nor imported materials are needed.

 Additionally, PÖMA has started to develop a robust “Africa tractor” that is tailor-made 
for the specific needs of constructing and maintaining low-volume secondary roads in 
developing countries and can be operated in rough environments.
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Machinery “Made in Germany” for road building and maintenance 

http://www.poema.de/index.php?page=en_start


The Technology
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Converting a tractor into a road-building and maintenance machine!

Built since 1971 Built since 1990



The Vision

 Own experiences have shown that a major part of transportation activities in Africa 
does happen offside the main roads. 

 Low-cost road building and maintenance are virtually nonexistent. Therefore, 
transportation costs in sub-Saharan Africa (US$ 0.04 – 0.14 per kilometer per ton) 
are much higher than in other regions of the developing world (US$ 0.01 – 0.04 per 
kilometer per ton). This is true both for urban and rural areas. 

 High transportation cost is a key challenge for agribusiness leading to farmers from 
remote areas not being able to offer their produce on centrally located markets. 

 The PÖMA technology allows solving these problems!
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Our vision is to considerably improve transportation facilities in Africa
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Transformative Technologies PCC is supporting POEMA in marketing the technology in 
the continent of Africa and in founding joint ventures with local companies.

http://www.transformative-technologies.com/index.html


The POEMA System

 The POEMA-System will repair roads without or with few new material! 

 Even heavily damaged routes will be permanently rehabilitated.

 These repairs are not a mending patch but a rebuilt. Repaired roads get back their 
profile again, are as good as new and hold their shape for a long time, even if the 
traffic load is high.

 Ways with a profile guarantee that heavy rains would runoff on both sides over the 
shoulder into a gutter. Very quickly new grass vegetation on the shoulder makes the 
surface water slow and seep away. Only dry tracks are resilient in the length of time. 
The value of the roads will be preserved!
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Regular maintenance is the key to durability

Old situation with high banquets and low lanes Road after conditioning with the PÖMA-System
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The Process at a Glance
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Preparatory work

1. Clearing the track
(with digger with bush-shredder)

2. Breaking up the material; grading

Brigade 2

4 a. Transporting stones from quarry to
transfer station (with trucks not being included
In this proposal) 

4 b. Moving stones from transfer
station to building site

Brigade 1

3. Dressing the shoulders (if needed) 5. Grading the surface 9. Compacting

7. Irrigation
(if needed)

8. Profiling

6. Crushing stones

Brigade 3



Work of brigade 1 
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1. Clearing the track
(with digger with bush-shredder)

2. Breaking up the material; grading

3. Dressing the shoulders (if needed)
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The underground must be broken up in order to evenly distribute
stones, gravel, earth, and dust into a homogenuous mixture. As a 
result, existing potholes will not only be filled with lose material, but 
will virtually eradicated. The rehabilition of the road will be
comprehensive. 

 Therefore, the road will last much longer.

The shoulders will be dressed, if needed. 

The material can be used to level up the middle of the road in order to
allow a convex profile, allowing tropical rains to easily flow off from the
surface. 

On both sides of the road, cavities should be carved out that can gather
the effluent. 

If a new road shall be built, the track has to be planned, and to be
surveyed before any work can start.

The first step is to clear the track from trees and bushes. For doing that, a 
digger can be used, and a bush-shredder that will be attached to it.



Work of brigade 2 
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5. Grading the surface

4 a. Transporting stones from quarry to
transfer station (with existing army trucks) 

4 b. Moving stones from transfer station
to building site
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The stones will be loaded from the transfer
station by a wheel loader on a heavy duty push-
off trailer which will then evenly distribute the
material on the track. (Which is less time 
consuming than spreading the material manually
and lead to higher quality)

The surface will be graded, as a preparatory step for the stone
crushing process (brigade 3). 

If the ground material is very soft (sand, earth, dust), angular 
stones are needed: Assuming a thickness of 20-25 cm, and a width
of 3-3.5 m, approx. 1,200-1,750 tons of stones would be needed for
1 km. Diameter of the stones must not exceed 20 cm. Stones can
be taken from quarries or gravel pits and shall be transported to a 
transfer station close to the site.



Work of brigade 3 
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9. Compacting

6. Crushing stones

7. Irrigation
(if needed)

8. Profiling
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The road will be profiled, allowing the water running off the surface
quickly. This will prevent the road from being washed out fast. 

Finally, the surface (which must be wet!) will be compacted. 

If necessary, the track must be irrigated again beforehand.

The surface must be wet, as water is needed as non-chemical binding
agent.

Keep in mind that high solar radiation will let water quickly evaporate.

The stones will be crushed by the stone crusher into angular pieces
that will be worked into the underground at the same time, leading to
a stable mixture of particles. Also, the road will be graded
simultaneously. 



Key Advantages

 Solid, long-lasting roads: 

 Without maintenance, these roads last for 3 to 10 years. 

 With maintenance once or twice a year (depending on climate), the roads would last much 
longer.

 Flexibility: 

 All equipment can be attached to tractors; no separate prime mover is needed. Several 
subsequent work steps can be carried out with one and the same tractor as towing vehicle, 
which will dramatically reduce capital costs, allowing the company operating at highly 
competitive prices.

 Reliability: 

 All equipment is service reduced and can be easily maintained locally by exchange of wear parts. 

 There is no complex electronic involved, thereby enabling repair shops to do the maintenance 
with simple tools and local workforce.

 The technology is proven and has a track record of almost 40 years.

 Environment friendliness: 

 There is no need for import of materials, and no adhesive chemicals are necessary.

 Cost efficiency: 

 Low cost.
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Strong value propositions
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Target Markets

 Agricultural estates

 Higher efficiency  all seasons business roads lead to higher production

 Real estate developers

 Higher selling prices of the property because of better access roads from the compound to 
the highway  immediate amortization of related cost
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Building roads for two groups of customers:

 Governments (National level and State level)

 New business development along newly built roads, leading to job creation 

 Infrastructure development 

 Cities and communities

 Better access of remote villages to the next market  villagers can sell their produce 
 fruits will no longer rotten on trees because of lack of access to off-takers / consumers

Public sector

Private sector 
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Market Size and Potential

This table shows the market potential for maintenance of roads in Ghana, Nigeria, 
Tanzania, and Ivory Coast. In these figures, construction and maintenance of private 
business roads and access roads are not included:
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Ghana Nigeria Ivory Coast Tanzania Total

Existing unpaved roads in km 33,647 83,909 19,869 44,400 181,825

Cost of maintenance if roads are maintained
every 5 years at $ 8.00/m (in $ million p.a.)

53.84 134.25 31.79 71.04 290.92

Cost of maintenance for secondary and tertiary
roads (in $ million p.a.), according to World
Bank

83.62 230.5 27.39 83.84 398.23

Demand for road construction: Earth roads 6000 11193 6162 175 17530

Demand for road construction: Gravel roads 1000 1502 1000 3023 6525

Building cost (in $ million): Earth roads
@$ 13/m

78.00 145.51 80.11 2.28 305.98

Building cost (in $ million): Gravel roads
@ $20/m

20.00 30.04 20.00 60.46 210.5

Source: Hwilliam, K. et al 2008: „The burden of maintenance: Roads in Sub Saharan Africa“, Cross country annex. AICD Background paper 

14 (Phase I), World Bank. 
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Case Study: Secondary Road Made by POEMA

 This agricultural road in the Harz 
region of Germany was rehabilitated 
by POEMA 12 years ago. 

 1 year after rehabilitation, the local 
road construction association had 
purchased a PÖMA grader. Since 
then the road is maintained once a 
year with the grader. It takes two 
days of work for this 4 km road.

 Heavy-duty truck-trailer 
combinations drive along that road 
with a speed of up to 60 km/h. 
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This highly frequented, broad secondary gravel road with even surface and convex 
profile is stable since many years.

This road is one of many proofs of concept in Germany and Central Europe. 
It demonstrates the superior quality of roads being constructed and regularly maintained 
by POEMA equipment. 
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Case Study: Durability of Machinery Made by POEMA

 This 33 years old POEMA grader was offered on a trade fair in 2013.

 It was built in 1980 and regularly used by its owner during all the times.

 It was sold at a price of ca. 30% of the current original price.

 Normally, there are no used POEMA machines on offer, as satisfied customers tend to 
keep it for themselves 
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POEMA graders are long lasting machines 

This transaction is another proof of the reliability and durability of POEMA machines 
made in Germany. 
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POEMA Machinery In Action
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Short videos demonstrate how it works (click on pictures!)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qs-b-7D4q2Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qs-b-7D4q2Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YByDw1EufV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YByDw1EufV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4paJ6k42hs0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4paJ6k42hs0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1DGQyH2s68&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1DGQyH2s68&feature=youtu.be


Secondary Roads Made by POEMA

Durable

Long lasting

High quality machinery

Proven, optimized process

Common tractors can be used

Very cost-effective process, highly competitive
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Contact Details
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Hartmut Sieper 
Chief Executive Officer

Transformative Technologies PCC

Registered Office:
c/o Credentia International Management Ltd
2nd Floor, The Catalyst, Silicon Avenue, 40 Cybercity
72201 Ebène
Mauritius

Administrative Office:
Chemin Campement
74102 Floreal
Mauritius

Tel: +230 6860203
Mobile: +230 58055484 
Skype: siepertai
Email: hs@transformtive-technologies.com


